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VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Aruni Sen 
Consultant in Emergency Medicine  
Wrexham Maelor Hospital  
Wrexham LL13 7TD  
UK  
 
Competing interest - nil 

REVIEW RETURNED 25-Jan-2011 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Reviewer completed checklist only. No further comments were made 

 

REVIEWER Esmond Carr  
ENT Registrar  
Queens Medical Centre  
Nottingham  
United Kingdom 

REVIEW RETURNED 04-Mar-2011 

 

THE STUDY It is not clear what percentage of the questionnaires given to doctors 
were completed.  
No statistical analysis has been done between the before and after 
intervention results or between the different groups of doctors.  
A very similar audit with similar results which I was involved in has 
not been included in the refernces -  
Carr, E.R.M.; Chatrath, P.; Palan, P. Audit of doctors' knowledge of 
major incident policies. Annals of The Royal College of Surgeons of 
England, Volume 88, Number 3, May 2006 , pp. 313-315(3) 

RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS In the abstract results it is not clear which answers are the correct 
answers.  
The first graph does not contain a breakdown of the different doctor 
groups but the second two grqaphs do. Why is this? If there is no 
significant difference between the doctor groups would it be better to 
simplify the graphs by not breaking down the results into different 
doctor groups and if there is a significant difference it should be 
mentioned in the main text.  
It is interesting that the post intervention results are all 97%. Is this 
coincidence or are these 3% the same doctors who didnt get 
anything from the intervention?  

GENERAL COMMENTS This is a good audit on an important subject. As you mention it is a 
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shame that the pre and post intervention results are only seperated 
by a day as it good be argued that the results would have improved 
without an intervention due to stimulating peoples interest although it 
is unlikely to have been by as much as in your audit. What was the 
reason for the small gap between collecting results?  
Is your trust planning to implement exactly the same teaching within 
the induction programme?  
In the background part there is no reference to who people should 
call and this makes some of the results a bit confusing.  
There is also no infrmation in the background on how doctors were 
meant to be aware of the major incident policy before the 
intervention?  

 

REVIEWER Prof. Francesco Della Corte  
Director, Dept of Emergency Medicine  
Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria Maggiore della Carità - Corso 
Mazzini 18  
28100 Novara, Italy  
 
No competing interest with the Authors 

REVIEW RETURNED 07-Mar-2011 

 

THE STUDY The manuscript is easy to read, comprehensive and well managed, 
although some limitations, addressed by the authors, are present in 
the study. Clearly, lots of work has been done by all the authors. 
Nevertheless many improvements are warranted.  
 
Abstract  
The abstract provides a concise summary of the content of the 
article. It describes adequately the objectives, methods, results and 
conclusions of the study. Perhaps it can be constructed better.  
Background  
The rationale of the study and the significance of the problem are 
well explained. A definition of Junior Doctor is highly recommended 
for international readers not familiar with health system in UK. I 
agree with authors when they say that communication very often 
fails during mass casualty incident.(page 2, line 24-5) Nevertheless, 
references are here needed.  
Method  
A questionnaire was designed and distributed across 3 NHS Trusts 
in Wales. More details about the questionnaire are required, about 
who designed it and how it was delivered. A clearer table could 
result very helpful including questions and way of possible answer 
(i.e open question, multiple choice, etc).  
The number of distributed questionnaires might be moved to results 
(page2, line: 41-2) and the retrieval rate might be included.  
 
More literature support (good references) would have added value to 
the manuscript.  
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RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS Results  
The results reported are redundant with the figures.  
 
Discussion  
The discussion is well designed in terms of content and length. More 
literature support (good references) would have added value to the 
manuscript.  
 
Recommendations  
These are speculations of the authors since they do not come from 
the study results.  
 
Conclusions  
Conclusions are fine.  
 
Figures  
The figures are improvable in design. Sometimes are redundant with 
the text.  
All of them would need titles (i.e. question) to become more easily 
understandable.  

GENERAL COMMENTS In summary, the authors illustrated Junior Doctors understanding of 
their role in a major incident management at their hospital and the 
effectiveness of training on increasing awareness. Some slightly 
orthographic mistakes are present in the text. The authors are 
invited to revise it accordingly.  
I hope that these comments will be received in the spirit of 
improvement.  

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Thank you to the reviewers for their time with my article.  

 

I have gone through the paper and adjusted it accordingly.  

 

Dr Carr  

 

I have now included the number of completed questionnaires (100%), and included statistical analysis 

of the total pre and post intervention results. I have also included your audit into the article, and made 

clearer in the background who they should call.  

 

The abstract now contains the correct answers to the questionnaire. I have mentioned more about the 

importance of medical and surgical doctors not being found on the ward, as shown in the graphs.  

The final result is that 97% of the junior doctors knew where to go, what to do and who to call during a 

major incident as a whole, so they knew the answer to all three points.  

 

The reason for the small gap in collecting my results was due being slightly to keen with the audit and 

to make sure I had a significant return on the second questionnaire, so I didn’t lose doctors to new 

rotations, annual leave etc.  

 

Wrexham hospital has placed a teaching session now at induction and Newport hospital aim to do it 

this August in the A+E.  

 

Prof. Della Corte  

 

I have included a definition of Junior Doctors for better understanding. I have also given more 
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information on the questionnaire and included the exact format that was used when it was given out. 

The retrieval rate is also included in the results.  

 

I have added further literature support to the discussion section. The recommendations sections has 

been removed, and title have been included in all figures.  

 

Thank you again  

 

Dr Joseph Hobson  

VERSION 2 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Esmond Carr 

REVIEW RETURNED 17-Apr-2011 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Reviewer completed checklist only. No further comments were made 

 

REVIEWER Francesco Della Corte 

REVIEW RETURNED 05-May-2011 

 

THE STUDY A definition of Junior Doctor is highly recommended for international 
readers not familiar with health system in UK.  
No statistical method is described. 

 

VERSION 2 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Thank you for your suggestions to improve to my paper.  

As suggested  

 

Abstract:  

‘ideally’ has been deleted and the sentence moved to the results section.  

A definition of Junior Doctors has been included, as well as details that the standard practise for major 

incident with junior doctors is the same across NHS Trusts in Wales. Due to word limit constriction i 

have included the percentage total of junior doctors in wales in the method of the main text.  

 

Background:  

I have included a definition of a major incident from the department of health  

Also a definition of junior doctor has been made clearer plus how they would know a major incident 

has occurred and where they would get their knowledge from before it happened.  

I have removed the comment about DVLA figures as I cannot find references to increased numbers of 

cars increasing the risk for major incidents.  

The treat level for the UK still stands at severe, I am afraid I do not know what the level for Great 

Britain was when I accessed the site, apologies.  

I have removed ‘abundant’ from the background.  

 

Method:  

The creator (myself) of the questionnaire is now described in the paper as well as the audit 

department that viewed it.  

 

Results:  

Statistical methods have been highlighted.  
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Discussion:  

'Some other studies have shown' has been changed to reflect the reference I have given.  

'Major incident teaching is a contentious subject within hospitals.'- has been removed and replaced 

with a more suitable sentence.  

 

Conclusion:  

The conclusion has been changed to use less rhetorical phrases.  

‘Major incident’ is definable by the department of health, which I have now referenced. I have used 

‘Major disaster’ as a description of the disruption that would follow if people did not know what to do 

during an incident; it has no definition from the DOH. I feel it is a memorable sentence to end the 

paper on.  

 

Thank you again for taking the time to review my paper, I hope that my changes are satisfactory.  

 

Regards  

Dr Joseph Hobson 
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